
Protail Eel: A shore caster's
favorite for bouncing bottom
for finicky stripers feeding
on eels and sand eels.PROTAIL EEL

FISH SMART.
 FISH SIMPLE.

FISH HOGY.

Shoreline rips that occur around structure or points are
often great spots to find big fish on light tackle close to the
beach. The best shoreline rips have some sort of mix or
combination of deep areas, holes; drop-offs, rocks,
boulders, and deep basins.  Moving water means confused
bait so blind casting in an organized manner is the ticket.

THE HOGY SHORE FISHING PLAYBOOK

SHORELINE RIPS APPROACH
Shoreline rips are best fished working your lures with the current,
imitating naturally drifting forage. Work your lures at a 45-degree
angle, swimming them across the current. Work a variety of depths
from the surface to the bottom to locate feeding fish.

Popper: Best used in calm
water, slack tide and
scattered fish. Pop the lure
with a series of pauses to
drive them crazy!

Slider: Good for fishing the
swing, windy conditions and
covering ground throughout
peak periods of tide. Hold the
rod at 45 degrees to let the
slider's slow wobble do the
work. Vary retrieve speed,
accelerate on missed strikes.

Weighted Softbaits: Great
imitator of small baits such
as peanut bunker and
juvenile herring. Simply cast
and reel for action.

Jetties are serious producers, although they can be fished
around the clock, they often produce best at night. The
best jetties offer some sort of rip line and give you access
to get behind some sand bars.

Jetties often extend offshore and offer shore anglers the easiest
access to deepwater haunts. These areas offer an abundance of
current and structure. Fishy areas include high current area, sand
bars and the adjacent beach surf. 

Fish the swing in the rip. Often the rip on a jetty will be light. Sub-surface
paddle tails creates commotion and turbulence.

Work the surf created by sand bars. Fan cast around them.

If there are multiple bars, inside the jetty, a slowly retrieved paddle tail
can help find scattered fish.

Fan cast the open water, distance is often needed, but don’t forget fish can
be at your feet, especially at high tide.

Popper: Best used in calm
water, slack tide and
scattered fish. Pop the lure
with a series of pauses to
drive them crazy!

PRIME TIDES

OPEN BEACH & BACK BAY

Begin your first series of casts well above the 
rip and continue working closer to the rip.

SHORELINE RIPS
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PRIME TIDES
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As you drop into the rip, extend your casts.

As you extend your casts, let your bait sink 
deeper. Working the entire water column.
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3 BEST BETS
SHORELINE RIPS

CHARTER GRADE POPPER

CHARTER GRADE SLIDER

PROTAIL PADDLE SWIMBAIT

JETTIES

3 BEST BETS
JETTIES

JETTIES APPROACH
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CHARTER GRADE POPPER

Slider: Slow and steady
retrieve. Great for imitating
herring and pogies.

CHARTER GRADE SLIDER

WATCH VIDEO

WATCH VIDEO



The deep-water trough between the beach and sand bars has probably
given the most 50lb bass to shore anglers throughout the Northeast. A
dropping tide is ideal. This is the perfect place to fish a lightly or
unweighted soft bait. A light entry to the water is ideal. 

Fish a gradual rise at low tide, incoming. You can wade out to get in
deeper water where fish will be running along the edge. Fish all water
level columns. Vary retrieve speed between fast and slow.

The other side of the surf rolling onto a sand bar fishes best on a dropping
tide. 
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There is often more than meets the eye at an open beach.
Structure-wise, you have gradual drop-offs, fast drop-
offs, sand bars, deep troughs, rocks and boulders.
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Popper: Best used in calm
water, slack tide and
scattered fish.

Soft-Eel: A shore caster's
favorite for bouncing bottom
for finicky stripers feeding
on eels and sand eels.

The first step is identifying the tide direction. You want to
fish on the side the tide is moving toward. Although this is a
light tackle fishery, big fish get inside, particularly in the
spring and fall. 

You want to be on the open water side when the tide is flushing out the
baitfish that were up and inside during high tide, serving as a buffet for
bass outside waiting in ambush. Fan casting either side of the opening will
do the trick. If the tide banks to one side over the other, you want to be on
the inside opening, but if that is inaccessible, both sides will fish.. 1 hour
into high tide is ideal. The water needs to be really moving to set up the
“buffet”.

Hogy Epoxy Casting Jig:
These versatile casting jigs
can be worked along the
upper water column. Utilize a
medium fast retrieve with
rod twitches and pauses for
erratic action.

If you’re lucky enough to find a beach with a good feedline,
fish the 180-degree span between the two structure points.
A paddle tail makes a good search bait.

Boulders are simple and easy to fish. Cast over and around
all sides of the structure. Boulders can be super effective at
slack high tide.

Often fish will be breaking outside of reach from a second
set of bars. A long range metal or epoxy jig will help you
reach those fish.

Popper: Best used in calm
water, slack tide and
scattered fish. Pop the lure
with a series of pauses to
drive them crazy!

Weighted Softbaits: Great
imitator of small baits such
as peanut bunker and
juvenile herring. Simply cast
and reel for action. Any tributaries feeding into the bay will fish well at the early stages of the

outgoing tide. Move to the larger opening once they start to dry up.

OPEN BEACH

PRIME TIDES
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OPEN BEACH APPROACH

4 BEST BETS
OPEN BEACH

CHARTER POPPER

CHARTER SLIDER

PROTAIL EEL

BACK BAY

3 BEST BETS
ESTUARIES

PRIME TIDES
BACK BAYS APPROACH
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HOGY EPOXY JIG LURE®
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Slider: Slow and steady
retrieve. Great for imitating
herring and pogies.
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CHARTER POPPER

PROTAIL PADDLE SWIMBAIT

The inverse is true on the incoming tide.

WATCH VIDEO

WATCH VIDEO

FISH SMART.
 FISH SIMPLE.

FISH HOGY.

Epoxy Jig or Metal:
Long Range Tool.
Small bait imitator METAL/EPOXY



With such high volumes of water running by your feet each
minute, there is endless potential for bait and fish to blow-
by. The challenge here is how to deal with such fast-moving
water. If fish are holding deep, which they are in canals 85%
of the time,  you’ll be required to fish the swing.
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CANAL

PRIME TIDES

1 Cast up tide and let your bait sink to the bottom. How far you cast up tide
will be dictated by the current conditions and the amount of lead you are
throwing.. The goal is to situate your cast so that the lure is touching the
bottom when it’s perpendicular to you. The fishing really starts when the
lure begins to “swing.” If you are having trouble getting down with a
paddle, switch to an eel or a metal.
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CANAL APPROACH

3 BEST BETS
CANAL

CHARTER POPPER

PROTAIL PADDLE

EPOXY JIG

SHORE ALBIES
One of fall’s more anticipated migrations, the false albacore
make their presence felt from late September to November.
Commonly targeted near coastal jetties, inlets and open
stretches of beaches. The most productive shore fishing
techniques utilize surface retrieves with Epoxy Jigs™ and
small profile Sand Eel Jigs, Peanut Bunker Jigs and Heavy
Minnows.

3 BEST BETS
SHORE ALBIES

PRIME TIDES
SHORE ALBIES

When Albies are actively feeding on the surface, utilize the “Skippy
Retrieve” to accurately imitate fleeing baitfish near the outside edges of
the surface feeding area. This naturally erratic action is irresistible to
nearby Albies. To execute properly, keep your rod tip at 10’o clock while
using a medium speed retrieve, the Epoxy Jig™ should break the surface
of the water every 3-4 reel rotations. 
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Peanut Jig: These imitative
jigs offer a perfect imitator
of small peanut bunker. Ideal
for matching the hatch while
offering ultra long range
casting distance.PEANUT JIG
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EPOXY JIG

Epoxy Jig: Perfect for long
range casting to surface
feeding albies. Utilize a fast
"Skippy" retrieve or swim
low and slow with twitches.

Heavy Minnow Jig: Available
in several small sizes, perfect
for imitating small anchovy
and glass minnows. Best for
super finicky albies.HEAVY MINNOW JIG

As a surface feed subsides, the “Low and Slow” retrieve is perfect for
searching out individual fish still lurking in the area. Maintaining an 8’o
clock rod position, use a slow-medium speed retrieve to work your bait in
a naturally swimming motion. This non-erratic action work perfectly with
the Sand Eel Jig and Peanut Bunker Metals. 

Popper: Best used in calm
water, slack tide and
scattered fish. Pop the lure
with a series of pauses to
drive them crazy!

Hogy Epoxy Casting Jig:
These versatile casting jigs
can be worked along the
upper water column. Utilize
a medium fast retrieve with
rod twitches and pauses for
erratic action.

Heavily Weighted Softbaits:
Great imitator of small baits
such as peanut bunker and
juvenile herring. Simply cast
and reel for action. Up to 6oz.

When fish are feeding near the surface. Utilize topwater presentations
using the Popper or Epoxy Jig skipped along the surface. Be sure to cast
well up tide and retrieve your lure through the swing.

WATCH VIDEO

WATCH VIDEO

FISH SMART.
 FISH SIMPLE.

FISH HOGY.



Fish at any rod tip angle. A 45-degree angle rod rip “up” will
eliminate bottom snags.
Retrieve this lure SLOWLY!
But play with your action. Twitch it. Jig it. Strait stick it. 
Bounce in the sand to simulate a hiding or digging sand eel.

The action is “built-in.” The Hogy Slider features a wider, more
erratic swimming movement as opposed to the frantic, vibrating
action of a lipped bill plug.
Rod tip at a 45-degree angle. Cast and reel. 
This lure has neutral buoyancy, meaning it has a horizontal
descent when sinking. This is a very natural presentation, so a
series of pauses are recommended on the retrieve.
Excellent herring and bunker match.

With its cup-faced nose, it creates a ton of commotion with each
twitch of the rod. Regardless of how you fish a popper, most
anglers love watching a big striper come up and smash the lure.
Unfortunately, poppers less effective in rough water as their
noise-making ability is lost in the surf.
Rod tip at a 45-degree angle. “Pop, Pop, pause; Pop, Pop, Pause” 

Light Duty Open Beach - Medium Lures: While this outfit may seem
heavy on a boat, it is at home on a beach where you are casting heavy
lures for extra profile and distance. A MH/H outfit will cast lures up to 3oz
with ease. If you lighten up your braid to 30lb test, you will have ample
distance on lighter lures, less than 2 ounces. This rod has the necessary
backbone required to turn and land a large striper that has been running
with the tide.
Length: 7-8’
Action: Moderate
Power: Medium to Medium-Heavy
Reel Size: 4000 to 5000 Class
Lure Sizes: 3/4oz to 1 3/4oz
Typical Line: 40lb Braid
Leader: 48” of 40lb Fluorocarbon Leader

Medium/Medium-Heavy Duty Beach/Canal – Heavier Lures: The longer
length is simply necessary to reach over 100 yards with relative ease. 
Length: 9’
Action: Moderate
Power: Medium-Heavy
Reel Size: 6000 to 8000 Class
Lure Sizes: 1.5oz to 4oz
Typical Line: 40lb Braid
Leader: 48” of 40lb Fluorocarbon Leader

Estuary – Light Lures: In an estuary or flats type situation, long-
distance is not needed as the fish are practically at your feet, using the
contours and structure near the shoreline as their ambush points for bait
that is flowing with the tide. You want an outfit that can be fished with a
wide range of light lures with different actions. 
Length: 7’
Action: Fast
Power: Medium
Reel Size: 4000 to 5000 Class
Lure Sizes: 3/8oz to 1oz
Typical Line: 30lb Braid
Leader: 36” of 15lb Fluorocarbon Leader

Highly versatile general baitfish-shaped profile. 
Built-in action with paddle tail. Just cast and reel. Keep rod tip at a
45degree angle, lower it as the lure gets closer. 
Fished just below the surface by keeping your rod tip up and
maintaining a faster, steadier retrieve.
Depth is determined by weight, sink time and retrieve.
Play with retrieve speeds. Often, intermittent surges will draw
reaction strikes.

The clear coat associated with the resin used for The Hogy Epoxy
Jig® Lure mimics the gel-like appearance of many baitfish
including sand eels, silversides, bay anchovies, and peanut bunker. 
Long casts and slower sink rate than a metal jig.
The length/weight ratio of the Hogy Epoxy Jig is carefully balanced
such that there is no wrong way to fish it. You can make an Epoxy Jig
come to life by varying retrieve speed and rod movements and
positioning. For example, the higher the tip and faster the retrieve,
the more the lure will skip on the surface.
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Shore Essentials
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3 TYPICAL SHORE FISHING OUTFITS

PROTAIL PADDLE
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Hogy Protail Paddles:
"Multi-Purpose Bait Fish"

PROTAIL PADDLE

Hogy Protail Eels: 
"Eels and Sand Eels"

HOGY SLIDER

The Hogy Slider: 
"The Swimmer"

HOGY POPPER

The Hogy Popper: 
"The Noise Maker"

HOGY EPOXY JIG

The Hogy Epoxy Jig®: 
"The Multi-Purpose 

Long Ranger"
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Tall thin design enables wobble action. Fish with rod
tip at 45-degree angle steady retrieve. 
Highly imitative finish.
1oz and 2ozPEANUT JIG

HEAVY MINNOW JIG

The Hogy Peanut Bunker: 
"Imitator"

The Hogy Heavy Minnow: 
"Long Ranger"

Short fat design offers superior casting dynamics. 
Highly imitative finish.
up to 3oz


